RAIN STOP NATURA
water repellent protecting agent

Line
PROTECTION "GO GREEN WITH GENERAL"

Function
Impregnator, water repellent, antismog, antimould.
Makes the surface water repellent without impeding water vapour transpiration.
Does not polish and does not change surface appearance. Water runs off without penetrating surface. It doesn't protects against acid substances.

Materials
Marble, granite, natural stone, terracotta, concrete

How to use
Apply concentrate to surface, spreading evenly with sponge or sprayer. Allow to penetrate surface according to surface porosity, until pores are saturated (apply until no more product can be absorbed). Remove any excess with a cotton cloth.
A second application may be necessary on very porous and absorbent surfaces to be effected "wet on wet". Clounding may occur if excess of product accumulates and dries on polished surfaces; remove by buffing with felt pad.

Packaging
L.1-5-10

Characteristics
Contains silicon resins, emulsifying agents, and water. Active ingredients approx. 9%

Important
A PRELIMINARY TEST IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION.
USE ONLY ORIGINAL CONTAINERS; NEVER POUR THE PRODUCT INTO OTHER METAL OR GLASS CONTAINERS.